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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 2 Definitions of Neurodiversity Terms and Conceptsa

Term Definition

Neurodiversity Noun. The wide variety of different minds and brains found throughout the human population.
Neurodiverse 1. Adjective. Having a variety of different minds and brains. Can be applied to any group of people, including

groups of neurotypical people, insofar as no two people have exactly the same mind and brain. Does not
apply to individuals.

2. Adjective. Used as a synonym of “neurodivergent.” This usage is widespread in the community but is not
recommended by experts who point out a singular individual cannot be “diverse.”11,34

Neurodivergent Adjective. Having a mind or brain that differs from what is socioculturally normative in ways that can be
associated with disability. Can be applied to individuals or groups. Not specific to autism (also includes
intellectual disability, ADHD, etc.).

Neurotypical 1. Adjective. Typically-developing: having a mind or brain that falls within sociocultural standards of what is
normal or normative and that is not associated with disability. Can be applied to individuals or groups.

2. Noun. An individual who is neurotypical.
Neurotype Noun. A group or class of individuals whose minds and brains are sufficiently similar to be considered a

category or type.
Neurominority Noun. A neurotype whose members’ minds or brains differ from what is socioculturally typical and

normative in ways that are associated with disability. Autism is only one example (others are intellectual
disability, ADHD, etc.).

Neurodivergence Noun. The quality of being neurodivergent.
Neurodiversity movement Noun. A political movement that opposes cures for and normalization of autism and various other

neurominorities (but not neurominorities that are considered medical conditions or diseases, such as
epilepsy). The movement advocates for acceptance, supports, and promotion of quality of life.

Neurodiversity approach35/
paradigm10/framework36

Noun. A perspective on neurodiversity that values variation in human minds/brains and does not privilege
any one neurotype.

aDefinitions of terms come from Walker.10,11 Originators of terms here include Singer31 (neurodiversity), Asasumasu32 (neurodivergent, neurodivergence), and Walker10 (neurodiversity
paradigm, neurominority). “Neurologically typical,” the precursor of “neurotypical,” was developed by members of Autism Network International33.
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